A correction for allele frequency estimates derived from isofemale lines.
Isofemale lines are commonly used in Drosophila and other genera for the purpose of assaying genetic variation. Isofemale lines can be kept in the laboratory for many generations before genetic work is carried out, and permit the confirmation of newly discovered alleles. A problem not realized by many workers is that the commonly used estimate of allele frequency from these lines is biased. This estimation bias occurs at all times after the first laboratory generation, regardless of whether single individuals or pooled samples are used in each well of an electrophoretic gel. This bias can potentially affect the estimation of population genetic parameters, and in the case of rare allele analysis it can cause gross overestimates of gene flow. This paper provides a correction for allele frequency estimates derived from isofemale lines for any time after the lines are established in the laboratory. When pooled samples are used, this estimator performs better than the standard estimator at all times after the first generation. The estimator is also insensitive to multiple inseminations. After the lines have drifted one Ne generations, multiple inseminations actually make the new estimator perform better than it does in singly inseminated females. Simulations show that estimates made using either estimator after the lines have drifted to fixation have a much greater error associated with their use than do those estimates made earlier in time using the correction. In general it is better to use corrected estimates of gene frequency soon after lines are established than to use uncorrected estimates made after the first laboratory generation.